Tool goal
It is a platform for business process modelling and information system' requirements specification focused to support software production and maintenance of excellence. Software crisis manifests in hard to manage projects, wasting time and money, and low--quality software, which does not satisfy customer requirements and is expensive to maintain.
The tool is global, covering the whole software development process (from system analysis and requirements specifications to code production and maintenance). It supports reengineering projects helping them in the adaptation of existing software assets to new environment needs. And, it supports agile development through automated transformations inside a model--driven methodology for software development.
Business architects, Software analysts, and all software development/maintenance concerned parties interested in the production and maintenance of quality software are the expected users of the tool.
Tool methodology
The platform enables the agile analyses of business processes and let analysts and interviews' participants focus in the business activities, which brings new information to business, abstracting details that do not contribute to product development. It also shortens the development, or reengineering, time applying model transformation technologies that automate part of the system design. This is achieved by the Communication Analysis methodology, which is comprised of several modelling techniques, namely Communicative Event Diagrams, Message Structures and Event Specification Templates, and a transformation engine. Transformations help in the process of changing the specification perspective of information system' requirements for the intended audience. The perspective is changed from: a) the requirements specification perspective, for users that better perform focusing on the business activities and interactions to:
b) the system specification perspective (UML has been selected for the purpose), for users related to its development.
Thus, the methodology contributes to a better approach of software products specifications in which the most critical users (analysts, business architects, business modellers, etc.) are able to specify the systems requirements at an appropriate perspective, and obtain the related UML specifications automatically.
Communicative Event Diagram modelling technique
The Communicative Event Diagram is a business process modelling technique that adopts a communicational perspective by focusing on communicative interactions when describing the organizational work practice, instead of focusing on physical activities 2 ; at this abstraction level, we refer to business activities as communicative events.
Message Structures modelling technique
Message Structures is a technique based on structured text that allows specifying the messages associated to communicative events.
Event Specification Templates technique
Event Specification Templates are a means to organise the requirements concerning a communicative event.
Transformation engine
Once the system requirements have been defined throughout the previous modelling techniques, the transformation engine switches the specification perspective to UML diagrams. The engine is sustained on several metamodels (Cametamodel 3 , ecore, uml, tracer, todo) that provide the ability to automatically obtain UML diagrams from the modelled specifications, for example, using ATL 4 transformations.
. The Cametamodel metamodel specifies the required and available entities for the definition of Communicative Event Diagrams, Message Structures and Event Specification Templates.
Next, the general setup operations and tool usage are presented.
Tool setup
The following sections introduce the current tool development status, downloading links and the installation and uninstallation operations.
Tool status
The current status of the tool is a prototype under a proof of concept phase. Message Structures are automatically transformed into UML class diagrams. It is expected to upgrade the transformation engine to cover UML activity diagrams too. Tool authors are interested in use cases, beta testing and user experience of using the GREAT platform, currently available as the GREAT Process Modeller tool. Specially, their ambition is to assess the process innovation potential of the methodology, and its underlying supporting tool.
Tool download
The GREAT Process Modeller product can be downloaded as a compressed bundle (.zip) from:
Not public available yet. Authors should have already provided it to the reader.
Tool installation
The execution requirements are:
• Microsoft Windows operative system; Windows 7 or superior is suggested • JRE (Java Runtime Environment); version 7 is suggested To execute the tool you need to:
• Uncompress the .zip bundle to your desired location; i.e. c:\GREAT_product\ • Launch the product; i.e.: c:\GREAT_product\eclipse\GREAT_PM.exe All the tool--generated data (diagrams, models, etc.) will be stored under the selected workspace (i.e. c:\GREAT_product\GREATspace\) by default.
Tool uninstallation
You can freely remove the uncompressed bundle files and generated data from the installation phase. Remember to keep a copy of the generated data if you are willing to.
You are also free to uninstall JRE if you had to install it during the installation phase.
Tool use 6
This section illustrates a set of steps that conform the CA (Communication Analysis) procedure to specify software systems' requirements from the business modeller and analyst perspective. The tool is an Eclipse Java product. The reader should be familiar with some Eclipse basic topics such as Eclipse perspectives and views (i.e. Project Explorer, Outline, Palette, Properties). For further information the reader is encouraged to contact the authors for more precise tool operation.
When the tool is first run, it may already contain some projects (i.e. the ExpenseReport and Superstationery demo examples). You may keep them, remove or move to your desire destinations.
Project creation
Before you can proceed to specify system requirements throughout the GREAT methodology, you will need to create, or use an existing, Eclipse project. To create a new project:
• Go to Eclipse Project Explorer View..
• Right click, and select New --> Project ... 
Organisational roles definition
The first step in the system requirements specification is to define the system actors through organisational roles. To do so you will need:
• The tool Palette (as an Eclipse view)
• Blue--box diagram object: ORGANISATIONAL ROLES You can create new roles by drag&drop of "Organisational Role" from the palette to the blue--box object (into the half bottom part of the box).
You can remove or rename the existing organisational roles.
Communicative Event Diagram definition
For a correct diagram definition you will almost need to:
• Create a Start and End nodes • Create almost a Communicative Event (tough not required, you may want to include Event variants inside a Communicative Event)
• Create a Primary actor (related to an Organisational role) for each of the Communicative Events. Tough not required, you may also want to create Receiver actors too • Connect all Primary actors to its corresponding Communicative Events through the Ingoing object available in the palette (Receivers are connected through the Outgoing object) • You may also need to define some basic diagram flows through And/Or objects available in the palette • Connect all the Start/End, And/Or, Communicative Events (or Event variants) through their precedence relationships using the Precedence object available in the palette • You will also need to define all the Message Structures in the diagram. They are attached to the Ingoing/Outgoing objects. Outgoing Message Structures specification is optional.
Message Structures definition
To define a Message Structure, click into the corresponding icon in the Ingoing (green arrow) or Outgoing (red arrow) connection. A tree--based editor is displayed. You can define the contents of the message right clicking under the Message Structure item in the tree. Doing so over the newly created items you can keep defining lower details of the message.
Event Specification Templates definition
This is currently optional in the tool. You may further specify the communicative events using the Eclipse Properties view. It can be displayed right clicking on a Communicative Event.
Cametamodel to UML class diagrams transformation
The transformation from the tool diagrams to UML class diagrams is a straightforward procedure: 1) Open your desired diagram, and click the "CA to UML transformation button" in the toolbar. 
